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Being Comfortable in Uncomfortable Situations 

Greetings to you in the faithful name of our Lord Jesus! We thank you for your unceasing and 

passionate prayers.  

In July, we preached a series exhorting our members to stay comfortable when facing extended wait, 

constant changes, unexpected challenges and failed experiences. With thanksgiving, Mr. O Wirati, 

Mr. Henry Sai Noom Kham, and 

Ms. Sarah Lee have received 

training to preach in July’s 

development strategy. In 

particular, Henry and Sarah 

have received compliments for 

their faith-provoking passion and heart-warming personal testimonies. In addition, we have started a 

new discipleship group on every Monday evening where Sarah, under my 

supervision, teaches some new believers: Mr. Johnny, Ms. Debbie, Ms. 

Tang, Ms. Na, and Ms. Namoon (faith-seeker). Except for one who is a 

pre-university student, the rest are university undergraduates. Apart from 

spiritual input, we provide practical assistance related to their studies and 

personal challenges. Moreover, we have started English conversation 

classes every Sunday morning to strengthen the command of English for 

them and other committed ones whom we would like to develop. We are 

also preparing to start another discipleship group when we manage to 

gather enough people. Further, we have expanded our Chinese service into a Chinese/English 

bilingual service to cater to a wider audience. Since last month, we also thank God for the repeated 

visits of Mr. Anthony, a Filipino, and Mr. Larry and Deborah Hunter, an American couple to our 

church.  

As Covid-19 situation worsens in Thailand where 15,000 are infected daily on average, let us pray for 

God’s protection over His people, His ministries, and the expansion of His work. Let us continue to 

pray for a sustained church growth of new additions, development of new faithful leaders, and spiritual 

commitment of existing members affected by the global pandemic. 


